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POSNER'S SINGLE auuzr THECA 
OR. 

HOW TO IGNORE 'THE. PACTS WHEN YOU 	Y TRY 

By1. Gary Shaw --Copyright, November P 993 

urlior Gerald Posner 
s' are wrong in their 

sident Kennedy and 
.* In reality, what 
erring the evidence 
, quite successfully, 

and fallacies of that 

. In his rook Case Closed,  and its U.S. News d W 
arte.mpts to prove thae the single bullet theory is correct and that 'cons 
contention that one b" I ' could not have caused the seven. wounds to 117 

 Governor Connally. ?Stier calls his reconstruction of the theory  
Posner has created is 	own version of the magic bullet myth. He has 
while parroting the freiiiduLent Warren Commission lone gunman" p 
created his own 'masterful myth.' The following is a summary of so 
myth: 

o excerpt. 
Tracy theoris 

two men, P 
shattered m 
done so by p 
dy. He has 
e of the flaw 

Posner's - 'The shattered nzetha  

Posner: 'Oswald 's sa d shot, the first TO strike [occupants of the 

In 
commissioned by the 
Lee Harvey Oswald. 
for both  the prosecuti 
the reader that Fail 
host portrayed as 'a c 
'gave up some a 
second shooting' by 
Analysis, is ready to 
significant fact whi 

'KENNEDY [WOUND 

Posner: Mullet speed 

Here 
the only shooter—an 
evidence to support 

Posner. nix [Posner's 
illm is we 

This 

usinei.2 

don that Os 
little—if 

comporeri  

gook, k, Posner refers often to this study by 
Bar Association to reconstruct the 

	allure Analy 
sinanon for i 

lag computer enhancements, Failure Analysis pro 'ded evid.enc 
ti and the defense. Drawing only  h-oca the prose don's case, 
Analysis' CEO, Roger McCarthy, cestifuag for de defense, pro 
pelting argument' for more than one gunman. cording to 
good shots to rake some awfully bad shots" ' order to all 
other gunman. The trial's host further report d that "...no 
conclusively who lulled President Kennedy." Th mock trial 

:13suer purposely, and predjudicially, fails to ni.etrion.2  

Gr 

,700-1,800 feet per second' 

1 
mil:nate of the bullet's velocity at first impact is acceptable. 

ostler, in a giant leap of faith, makes the assum 
peat his first shot missed. Truth is, there is 
ere assumptions. 

shot] trajectory, based on the Failure 
here_' 

-  m 

d was the shooter-
-solid, uncontested 

ns and the Zapruder 

Associates, a firm 
1992 mock trial of 

and expert testimony 
;Isrter neglects to tell 
'ded what the 
cCarthy, the shooter 

the quarry into a 
ne, not even Failure 
ded in a hung jury—a 

1  U.S. News & W 

2  San Francisco 

Re rt Aug. 301Sept 8, 1993, p. 94. 

"Assassinarian Enigma Never Ends,' by Petri• is Hot Sept 1993. 
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Ger. Thoug 
arger. The 
') in size.4  
with his 
and stated 

t of 
at 1-Frames 
negligently 

bo  

originally reported 
CA medical panel 

size is confirmed 
5  Posner fails to 

t the bullet entered 
a is an impossible 
.4, which was an 
'ts all mention of 
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Posner 'Entry wound back. 65 mot. m diameter' 

The wound in the President's back was mot 6.5 mm in 

by the Bethesda pathal)giso to be 7 x 4 min,3  it was actually much 

determined the wound/to be irregular shaped and 9 x 9 mm (3/8" X 3/ 
j by the fact that one oi the pathologists at Bethesda probed the woun 

inform the reader of thi act that the only people to see, and probe, this 

the back at a down 	angle of 45 ro 60 degrees (and, had ". ! o .0 .. 
trajectory for a shot frcim the TSBD's 6th Floor southeast-corner winds 
angle of only about 2 degrees.7  Posner's computer-generated dra 
angles of trajectory (s Posner's 'View from above" below). 

Posner 'Bullet grazed of a vertebra in the neck, slightly splintering 

having entered the 
is recon.struction- 

Comp 
back located the wo 
and nowhere near his 

Palmer: 'Cavity m 

speculation. The only firm evidence in the re ord of a bull 
near the third thoracic vertebra—several inrh.es lOwer than Pos 

bra in the neck" assertion.8  

caused by bullets passage.' 

Hypo 
for such an occurane 

Posner; 'Exit wound 

etical. The bullet may very well have cause 
the record. 

throat' 

a cavity, bu there is no evidence 

ed by surgery have 
that the bullet came 

consistent with 
nude e  oath that 

witnesses 
 t h  1.v a 

 to 
 'two wound ovfl 

wound 
 

try,p.rioorr.p  its 	alt d  

e front The wound was described as being 5 	in diameter, 

False. 
stated on record and 
ar the President from 

1 

3  CE 397, p. 45 

4 V11 HSCA 85. 

5  CD 7 (Sibert-0' 

6 lbia  

CE 894 & 895 

8 Page 2 of the o 

Face Sheet) 

rep 

a/ •Cartificara of Death,' (Signed by Dr. eurkley, the President's ch 

The HSCA media!panel, with access only to photographs, noted that -The original 

of this wound by m 	ament to body landmarks which change with different body pasiti 

localize this wound rairedie to usually accepted fated body landmarks such as the heel, preclua  
exact entrance point' (1ff IHSCA 67) Therefore, the only accurate and verillabi localization of 

is reported in the d 	certificate and verified by the President's chief phy 'cian: "...at abo 

thoracic vertebra? 

9 See David Laiton Best Evidence,  pp.55-59. 
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physician). 

ologist's localization 
hs, and their failure to 
to reconstruction of the 
is wound is that which 

rt the level of the third 



pinel injury. it is said 
is is what occurred to 

,t siroyed by the head 
seen coming down. 

e  

who, with Charles W. 

12/20/93 	12:25 

a_ wo-uud of miry. /a  
as Posner stares here. 
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is absolutely no uncontested evidence that 4tie throat wo d was one of 'exit" 

PIA 

Posner 'By write 	the President began to show a neural() 	reflex—kno 
position".-to spinal injury_ His as jerked up to a tired position, heads nearly 
pushed out.' 

CornpBete speculation. First of all, the "spinal injury,' as seen on the 
sixth cervical process,rseveral inches higher than. Me back wound's *ride point 

.,: third thoracic N .,ertabr Perhaps a. better hypothesis would be that the 	age to the 
caused by a bullet wb"  struck the President in. the throat—from the fro t. The proj 
by the hard, gristly are at the rear of the President's neck, calming the 	ge to the 
would not be an tiro 	,1 occur-ance_ In fact, a similar condition is se with the w 
Martin Luther King. In Dr. King's case, a larger and faster bullet (30-06) than the 6.5-
near his chin "with a •. e trarisecrion of the lower cervical and thoraci spinal cord 
the neck.'" The spi bullet was recovered lodged just 'beneath 	skin  near 
the left °74  It is it 23 no orthy that military snipers are taught to aim for this pamcul 
anatomy. It is called 	ossing the T,' and is considered to be one of e deadliest o 

Tray, occurred at the 
entrance, near the 

ervical process was 
e was then stopped 

'cal process. This 
d suffered by Dr. 
cartridge entered 

d other structure of 
e shoulder blade on 
point of the human 
kill shots.15  

• 

as the Thorburn 

r

t his chin, elbows 

With -s as an alternate hypothesis, Posner's hig.bly speculative ne 
'Thorburn position' 	positions become moot points. 

Such hypothesis would also help explain the tars ous 'butch 
President's throat fa 	g his departure from. Parkland HospitaLl°  

Posner 'Bullet tundll  

ologkal reflex' and 

performed on the 

Again 
is the same bullet 
to begin a 'tumbling* 

omplete speculation. This statement assumes t the bullet 
wounded Connally, and that the missile's passage through 

-rion upon exiting his throat. There is no factual evidence that 

ich snuck Kennedy 
President caused it 

inch action occurred_ 

10 WC 388. 

11  The medical tan 
to result in the victim's 
the President who wou 
shot Of course, the 
by approximately 45  

given to the instantaneous reaction experienced by 
ns being Jerked upward Into a ,ggposition. Ace 
then be unable to lower his aims until his neural 
ruder film demolishes this theory as President Kenn 

before he receives the fatal head shot. 

• 

• • 

ome victims 
ing to Posner, 

centers 
dy's arms can 

12  tr11 lSC4 98, Fr 

13  Newton, Micha 

14  ibid.  p. 68. 

15  Corivetziabon 
Sasser of One Shot- 

16  See David Vito  

re 11. 

The King Conspiracy,  p. 57. 

former Marine sniper Craig Roberts (Vietnam. 78 c• firmed kills), 
KilL 

'Best Evidence,  pp. 271.294. 
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Posner; (Bullet 00-1,600 fear per second" 
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Kennedy, thereby, de 
of course, is crucial 
builer'17  quesucn 

osner attempts to mislead the reader with his 
' the bullet's velocity by 200 feet per second. 
wen Commission apologists in arrenapting 

right shoulder was 1-1/4' long—the 

aration 
"theory 

o resolve th 

of the bullet— 

the bullet first hit 
ilecreased velocity,' 
troubling 'pristine 

g the bullet Polo:ter. 'Entry wouud 
was Lunn:fling r  over end." 

was, according to 
et had struck the 
gically cut away, 

scar was 1-1/8' 

also  
Connally's attending 
body at a slight de 
effectively enlarging th 
leng.18  This is appar 

Posner: 

s wound was oval-shaped 0.8 x IS cm (5/16 
ician, Dr. Robert Shaw, "...a puncture type 

(i.e., not at a right angle]." The wound 
wound, and then sutured. It is only the Govern 
y where Posner derived his erroneous 1-1/4" 

x 19/32") 
as if a b 

edges were 
is pact-opera 
ng" wound. 

Correc 
body at a 0 de ee 	 e which is totally inconsistent wi 
trajectory  of the bullet/which struck Kennedy in the beck This fact 
straight-line traj 	ry liconseuction, 

Possum.: 'Fair wound ?w the right nipple was large—nearly 2 inches 

ed to have versed Connally's 
the 4,5 to 6 
	

ee downward 
one destroys osnefs fabricated 

But Posner fails to note that the bullet was det 

was still tum 
in diameter 

Correc 
Connally's body. ltina 
does, propel bone and 

except for the speculation that the bullet w 'tumbling" 
been. However, a mualared, fragmented, or ushroomed 

sue along its path which can also create an exit wound such 

a its path through 
et can, and often 

the one described.. 

17  The term 'pHs 
'flattened' is unquesdone 
velocity which he says 
Posner himself calls This 
branch and °fragmented' 
a rib and wrist had roma! 

rFOifowf 
which were fired into two 
Inquired a little more, 
newspapers. generated 

it stand 
Is that they are irtralid an 
valid test is one which will 
wounds to two men as 

18 Vil k-RSC.A 

19  VII HSCA 

l

a bullet." as we all know, is somewhat of a mien 
Posner, of course. Contends that this minor muillati 

erred In connection with the multiple wounds sopa 
mark) into question with his theory that The first sho 

3.326). Contraffing this bit of theorizing with his hyp 
ed completely intact and only slightly mutilated. is 

this inconsistent speculation, Posner further muddi 
Mew& species of wood were recovered 'undernag 
Could have learned of tests in which the same fy 
Wally different result; Me bullets recovered were 

reason then, that the on conclusion which may b 
have absolutely no value with regard to a simulation 
plicate and duplicate the accumlative effect that oac 
ad by single bullet theory proponents. All other 

42-743. 

62 

roar. That but 
it is the result o 
lanced by the 
missed becau 
thesis that a b 

emery pualr 
the issue by 
." (p. 33E) A 

a bullet, when 
lY mutilated. 
drawn from th 

of the single b 
to e bullet w 

are Truffles 

r CS agg is slightly 
the decreased buffet 

victims. However, 
the bullet hit a rem 

at which struck both 

ring that rest bullets 
'n, however, had he 
Ired into a stack of 

se variant test results 
lie: theory. The on 
n it produces seven 

d irrelev-ant. 
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bullet, now [raveling backward, 

elocity havin been slowed upon 
Then, in arbizirary fashion, Posner 
onnally's wrist It should be noted, 
rcent of its original velocity when 

using Posnel's hypothetical and 
y's wrist, the bullet would still 

e muzzle velocity of a .38 Special 

is complete Ipeculation based on 
of one touted by a mutilated, 

e bullet passe  
at traveling 

old non as Pei 

almost completely 
such speed would, 

ner contends, have 

arcane Ammun lion,  pp. 15-16. 
are fired Into the carcass of a 'freshly-
and pass along the rib in a manner 
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Posner: akullet speedl 900 feet per second' 

Here, 
passing throughCo 
would experieoke onl 
the Governor.1 This 
of 1285-1270 fiet per 

Posner: "Entry wound 
fractured the 

Corte 
absolutelyabsolutely no 'den 
fragmented, or mushr 

sner selectively decreases the velocity of the bull,et by 600-700 !f et per second upon 
y's chest. However, actual ballistic tests hav determined that a 6.3-mm bullet 

i
t 21 percent reduction in velocity when effectin a wound such as that suffered by 
eans a decrease in velocity of only 315-330 feet • er second, or a continued velocity 

Second, not the 900 feet per second speed Posn erroneously postulates. 

rt top of tight wrist was ragged and itreguLar. 
dins ban& 

except for the bullet 'traveling backward' 
The wound could also be said to be typic 

toed bullet 

previously pas 
further reduces dle b 
however, that 
Bred through 
erroneous 900 set 
be traveling at sp 
handgun bullet!' 
through the at ed 
in all liltblood, have 
been "...just ab to p 

'400 feet per second' 

*suer continues his assumption of the bullet's 
the bodies of the President and the Governor 

it's velocity by 500 feet per second upon exiting 
shown that a 6.5-mm bullet lost less than 5 p 
of a human cadaver.27  Therefore, even whit 

second as the bullet's velocity upon exiting Co 
)f about 855 feet per second—the equivalent of 
en Ruby shot Oswald with a similar weapon, 
assin's body. It stands to reason, rhon  that a b 

ed completely through Connally's thigh. It w 
orate skin." (See below). 

RI 006 

Posner: 'When the 
it 

As no 
exact nature 	cause  

et came to rest in Connally's left thigh, baying 
just able to penetrate skin." 

id above, this is complete speculation. It is ba  
bf Connally's thigh wound is still in. question. Po 

lost more than 80 percent of its 

don assumption and error. The 
it's statement that the bullet had 

20 Edgewood Arse 
In the tests, bullets with 
killed' goat The report 
similar to the on4 that wt 
velocity in passing  
velocity because of the 

21  Ibid. p. 14. 
In this study, 'arh 
by Governor COntrelly.' 
determined to be '1,858 

Pecan on Wound Ballistics of 6.5-mm Mannficher-
average striking velocity of 7,900 feat per second 

s that "On only one animal_did the bullet sulk 
nded Governor Connally..? and that the "...pristine tor, let that sruck scot goat lost 265 ftleac 
the animal. The bullet that struck the Governor, if pristine, would have lost about 400 ftbsec 
cker torso.' 

s from human cadavers were used In an attempt to simulate the wrist wound received 
e 'average striking velocity of the bullets, which were fired from a distance of 70 yards, was 
sec.' Upon exiting the wrist, the bullet had an 'average velocity loss" of "only 82 ftlsec.' 

22 1983 G 01 e 29a 
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lost more th. 
paimtgaphs. 
not 80. 

80 p ant of its velocity' has already been shown to 
e a 	loss of velocity for Posner's single bullet hypoth 

e erroneous n the the preceding 
is would be cioser to SO percent- 

pe of wound Connally suffered to 
e, a bullet 	often break apart. 
Gus angles. 71e velocity of these 

or, which is tighly probable, and 
leg, it could F ave caused a wound 
or mushroonad fragment, with a, 

3313  would also be possible for a small 
cause of its s miler size, this piece 
terpart. This s not an unusual or 
also account for the inconsistency 
r's leg, having been found beneath 

There 
his left thigh_ ppon  
The resultant fragna 
projecoles may 	be 
a large fragma had e 
such as the one des 
greatly Bimini_ lied vel 
piece of metal om th 
would have p Gaite 
unheard-of occ 	ce 
of a very small .fra: .• 
such a large en 

approximately 
create such a 1 
three times 1 
cause a 1 cm (.../8") 

a reasonable, alternative explanation for the 
g dense material, 	a rib and/or wrist bo 

will continue on„ but may be deflected in vat 
early diminished. Lf this occurred with the Gove  
ed from his chest or wrist and struck him in th 

ed to the Governors thigh. A large, flamened 
ity, could cause a large, chellow, entry hole. It 
fragment to have sLougbed-off upon impact_ Bc 

into the flesh than its much larger co 
'th gunshot wounds. Such an hypothesis could 
which was reportedly buried deep in the govern 

in the Governor's thigh. 

d. 

e, Posner never addresses the issue of how such a small fragment, reported to be 
de at its greatest width and 2 tam. in length (or, about 1 6* X 3/32"), could 

wound., described as being 1 cm 24  (or, abou 3/8' in diameter)—at least shiny-
e small II :Au ens. Certainly an unronolared .5raaa (1/4") projectile could not 

'Chet 
mutilated and/or mu  

the only feasable explanation for this woun is that ir 
omed projectile. Where is this badly mutilare4l projectile? 

caused by a badly 

er to this question may lie in a recent disdosurp by Governor Connally-, one which 
on the entire single bullet issue. As is well known., both the G)vemor and his wife 

have, through the ;  consistently and emphatically dismissed the idea of his having been struck by the 
same bullet that hit i President [recently, the Governor has "dropped the other Shoe"—so to speak—
regarding the single bullet question_ In an excerpt from his recently r= eased biography, he casts further 
doubt and cusp don or the authenticity of the so-called 'magic bullet.' He writes: 

The 
seems to shed 

'...the most cu ous discovery of all cook place when they rolle 
examining tab] el_ A metal object fell to the floor, with a click no 
nurse picked up and slipped it into her pocket_ It was the 
oassed througl my back. chest, and wrist_ and worked itself 
added) 

That ties episode, as described by the Governor, did, in 
during the testimony of Parkland Hospital Nurse _Teanerre Standridge26. 
in major surgery, assisted in removing Governor Connally's clothes up 

23  W1HSCA 

2G  /L:i p.  

me off the stretcher and onto the 
louder than a 'eedding band_ The 
Idler from cm, 4body, the one that 
Dose from m r thilzh_" (Emphasis 

doccunapplarstobeconfinned 
Ms. Stanciridee, the charge nurse 

n his being b nought into Trauma 

25 See Knew I Ha4 been Hit,' by John Connally with Mickey Herskowitz Texas Monthly., Oct 1993, p.203. 

26 Nurse StandrIdge the wife of a Dallas policeman in 1963, is. unfortunately, deceased, and cannot be 
questioned about her intri ulng Warren Commission testimony. 
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Room 2 for emerge°. 
Commission c 

"Mr. Spector] 
Miss Standril 
Mr. S 	or: 
Miss  
Mr. Sp ton 
Miss Standrid 

cam:Lenz In her testimony, Ms. Standridge had a followin 
en Spector. 

Did you notice any object in Governor 
Not unusual. 
Did you notice a bullet, specifically? 
No. 
Did you hear the sound of anything 
I didn't_ "27  

Connally' cl 

   

ange with Warren 

her while he was in 
ealed, this incident, 
are is no reason to 

oys the authenticity, 
eportedly found and 

also destroys the 
out their lone-nut' 

of both men, was 

Posneil 
and hat as seen in Z-F 
passed :lir° 	the 

laces great emphasis on the sudden movemen of Governor 
224 and following. Using these movements solid evide 

or at this exact moment, he writes: 

onnally's coat lapel 
e of a bullet having 

Stetson hat, which 

7 
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Trauma Room 
is not only 
doubt that it isn't, rh 
credibilty, and validi 
turned over to with 
Government's, and P 
predilection. 

or Connallyos revelation that a bullet had fallen from his stret 
cious in itself. That the Warren Commission knew of, and to 
t is outright criminal. If the Governor's account is true, and 
the presense of this hitherto unreported bullet cOmpletely des 
of the mysterious 	Carcano 'Oswald' bullet which was 
'ties by parkland Hospital engineer Darrell Tomlinaon. 

s, single bullet theory, and raises sinister itpiications a 

is 

:.11 	■ 

Poener's - 'Vie* 

POSIller. 'The 
not 

.28 

Plotted in accordance with the exact (emphasis added) 
altered until the bullet was slightly deflected y Conn rly's 

Here, 
while turning  ghtly 
consistent wi Posn 
conflict with 	pho 
in the graphic 
trajectory for this 
certainly not 'exam' 

osner's computer-generated graphic portrays C 
his right. It is an attempt to align the bodies 
own straight-line theory of Trajectory. It is erro 

phis evidence. Connally, at Z-Frame 2.24 is n 
ermore, since Posner has chosen CO Oink all 

ous bullet, his graphic cannot really be define 

y co be 1 
of the two 
sous and m 

where near 
ferences to 

as a "plotted  

ing far to his left 
toms in a manner 
ading. It is also in 

e position portrayed 
various angles of 
jecnory"--and it is 

Possaer's - 
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Howe 
evidence of a shot Po 
occurrence? Most 
a windy day knows 
gusts to 20 mile-per-h 
was traveling in a w 

in his right hand, near his chest starred rising. It flipped 
then ar 229 it started coming dawn rapidly__ 

no argument. The hat is 'flipped quickly up" a1 these frames. 

I, er, are these sudden movements of the Governor's coat lap 
er would have us believe? Or, is there another, more reasoaabl 

to 'tely! Anyone who has ever attempted to wear --or carry, for 
there is. And, as Posner himself acknowledges, there was a s 

ur during the mocorcade.31  (Note: At the time Z‘pruder was 
y direction. Both the lapel and hat 'flip" in a southerly dir 

y up during frames 

and hat the solid 
explanation for this 

matter—a hat on 
north 	d with 
g, the limousine 

don) 

Also, 
does so for a period of 
fall toward his wife, 
Governor was able to 
to face the President 
by a bullet to his ba 
sufficient proof that a 

I  Posn 
traumatic reaction—fo 
alternative explanatio 
ulterior motive behin  

e very fact that Connally continues to remain fully upright 
ore than three seconds (until Z-Frame 289) bef e he Finally b 
strong evidence that he has not been hit. 	g this dare 

clear
his hold on the Stetson hat and turn 	ost complet 

dear indication he has not suffered the hammer-I blow whi 
These movements by the Governor, while s owing no 
et through his chest was 2.91 the cause of the lapel and ha 

neither blind nor stupid. He had to have taken note of Co 
three full seconds—to an alleged shot at Z-224 This apps 

for Posner's blatant exercise in misinformation: to deceive the 
deceitful action bears further scrumiry. 

Z Frame 224, and 
ins to crumple and 
second period, the 
around in his seat 
would be delivered 

a whatsoever, is 
Fos. 

ally's total lack of 
to leave only one 

erican people_ The 

'Using 
trajectories of 
worked'—be 
a line through 
cones. These 
southeast-co 

enkuuacements of the Zapruder film, Failure 
two bullets that struck their target' The resul 

and allowing for amanita of error_,' and 
=mace and exit wounds__,' then the 

ones,' according to Posner, provide us with the 
window of the Depository. 

nalysis Ass 
of these talc 

a computer 
ries could th 

origin of the 

acts calculated the 
ations, after having 
eying "...calculated 

be splayed into—" 
hots—the 6th Floor 

Simpl 
of trajectory for a bull 
by the Bethesda patho 
provided a trajectory f 
inconsistent with a s 
diabolical attempt to m 
at the President from  

ut, if Posner had been honest, he would have 
	

'tied that th 
fired into the President's back was the 45 to 60 egrees down 
gists. In doing so, though, his resultant "cone' calculations 
a shot which could only have originated from hi h overhead, 

from any of the buildings surrounding Deal y Plaza. Per 
e Oswald the lone and unaided assassin, should ave consider 
overing helicopter. 

illy "official" angle 
and angle reported 
Z-224 would have 

d, therefore, totally 
aps Posner, in his 

having him shoot 

30 	p. 330. 

31 Ibid. p. 2513. 

32 S. News & Wo Re art Aug. 30/Sept 6, 1993, pp. 90-91. 
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With • single-builer-theory reconstruction, Posner: i res and/or 
testimonies of Go 	and Mrs. Connally; misrepresents portions of the hotographic 
reports key points of a medical findings; fabricates the bullet trajectOry; arid, is 
evidence. Together, en properly analyzed, these evidentuary elem rs clearly d 

(1) 	Kenn by was hit in the upper back, nor the neck; and e angle of traj 
r with any version of the single bullet 	ory. 

orts the unwavering 
ence; erroneously 

pulares the ballistics 

l

onsn-ate than 

ctory for this wound 

(2) The 	ident was shot in the neck from the front; an 
'0 	d window' to the rear. 

impossible s 

(3) Gov 
aft 
for 
wo 

y upright pos 
ived their wo 
ry, already re 

Posn 
Warren Commission's 
and images in an 
adage...."garbage in, 

guided wo 
fact, it is 

s approach Co the Kennedy assassination is simp y an updated, 
one-nut" scenario. His heavily-flawed applicatio of computer-
Ling to reconstruct the shooting is a perfe example 
age our This new, revisionist version of the angle bullet 

bear to .fir, 

or Connally was nil-injured and remained in a 
rh he and the President are alleged to have rec 
ne who has, according to the single bullet the 
to their upper body. 

r from the so-called 

on for three seconds 
dS; an impassibility 
ved major gunshot 

990's version of the 
enerated information 

the old computer 
cozy is analogous to 
ainr to march: 

It is representative of 
E open. 

• 1 11 

:.pr! 

the old, farcical, "Jack[legi builder's standard specifications: *Cut to 

Is 1 case closed? If Posner's erroneous, illogical, and 
the best the "other s.  e" has to offer, then this case is far from closed 
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